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HIGH ENERGY PARTICLES AJ.IJD THE SCINTll.,LATION COUNTER 

L. F. Wouters 

Radiatio"n Laboratory arid Department ·ar Physics 
University of California~ Berkeley, California 

February 26, 1952 

INTRODUCTION 

The application of the scintillation counter to the detection of 

high energy particles is typified by the techniques and apparatus devel-

oped at the Radiation Laboratory in Berkeleyo Here there is available 

a variety of particle accelerators permitting experimental work with al-

most every fundamental particle over a wide energy rangeo Accelerators 

of successively higher energy,are built with the purpose of extending 

the fund of information concerning the nuclear species, and. the organi-

zation of the research presently follows two complementary lines of in-

vestigation:: 

(1) Particle scattering experiments, which measure elastic and 

inelastic interactions between the so-called 11classical 11 nuclear particlesg 

(a) Attenuation measurement of absorption and total cross-sec~ 

tionSo· 

(b) Measurement of scattered flux intensity as a function of 

scattering angle over a wiie range of incident and final energies 

for various ta;rget materials. 

(2) Meson experiments, which measure the interaction of the quanti-

tized "pieces~ of n~clear field with the stable nuclear speciesg 

(a) Measurement of production cross-sections as a function of z., 
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incident and final particle type and energy. 

(b) Heasurement of interaction cross-sections - in pn .. nciple 

similar to the scattering experiments, but in practice greatly modi-

fied by considerations of low intensity, poor detection efficiency, 

broad energy distribution, and so forth. 

These lines of pursuit correspond roughly to the exploration of the 

nuclear field in the bound state on the one hand, and in the unbound.state 

on the other. Huch intePmediate and corollary research is'·also pursued, 

as exemplified by the experimental work concerning phenomena which relate 

nuclear and electrodynamic fields. 

This division of high-energy rE~search also exhibits itself in the dis-

tinctive methods of experimental treatment developed in each case. Particle 

scattering experiments employ directional coincidence counter' telescope 

units, frequently using supplementary devices for extracting additional in-

formation about the particles, such as range or differential range absorbers. 

From the standpoint of instrumentation, the application to meson investi-

gations followed as a natural consequence of the rapid refinement of the 
:~ . ·: 

tool for scattering expet'iiilents. At this laboratory, the very specific 

decay properties of mesons are used to identify them amidst a varitab~ .. e 

welter of accompanying radiation. Such techniques exemplify the class of 

apparatus which make use of propei_'ties intrinsic to a particle~ as contrasted 

to the class of instruments which measure kinematic properties~ At other 

institutions, geometrical methods, employing essentially H/ separat.ion1 e.re 

used for distinguishing the meson flux. 

The most conspicuous research is being performed using m& .. chj_nes w·ho;;c. 

outstanding feature (as far as concerns counting problems) is the pah;ed 

nature of their radiation output. These radiation fluxes have insta.ntane= 
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ously very high intensities and are frequently Sill'rounded by a high random 

particle backgroundo Figo 1 illustrates schematically the arrangements by 

which either a coll:i.ni.ated proton beam or a coll:ilnated neutron beam suitable 

for these experiments, may be extracted from the 18~.-inch f .m. c;y-clotrono 

Good protection is afforded to the detection equipment by the substantial 

shielding surrounding the machine. 

L~ a typical proton scattering experiment, the coll~1ated incident 

beam consists of about 10? protons of 340 Hev ener€)--y, emerging d1U'ing 25 

microseconds repeated about 60 times per second. The scattered flux is 

msasured by detectors of small aperture and so may .:uncunt to a dozen true 

cmmts per secondo But these scattered protons are accompanied by a random 

particle flux of perhaps a hundred t:ilnes that number. This consists of 

deuterons, protons, neutrons, high energy electrons, some mesons and some 

gamma rays - all resulting frorr. :i.nelastic interactions in the surrounding 

mattero The .energy distribution of this background ranges up to 340 l'·iev, 

of coill'se, but is mostly concm/crated at a few lvJ:evo Somewhat sblilar back

ground problems are encountered in research work in which the 300 Hev e-lec

tron synchrotron is employed as the source of radiation fluxo 

Prior Counting Technique 

Until 1948, the principal type of detector available for high energy 

nuclear research was the proportional gas counter; consider its behavior in 

such an experimental situation. 'l'he 11bacl<:ground 11 particles of a few Hev 

ivill lose most of their energy in the counter gas; the elastically scattered 

high energy protons will lose of the order of hundreds of kevo Hence the 

undesired background pulses are generally larger than the pulses we wish to 

count, and are in the relative abundance of lOO:lo 
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To make matters worse, the average proportional counter has a rise time 

of a few microseconds, and a simple statistical argument shows that the per-

missible counting rate to avoid pile-up and blocking is then very low9 perhaps 

a few true counts per minuteo (With continual, careful servicing, proportion-

al counters will operate with much shorter effective rise times, of course~ 

but this imposes.much too severe a restriction in experiments using many 

such counterso)· 

In the face of what is essentially a problem of adverse signal-to-noise 

ratio, the only solution is to employ triple and quadruple coincidence tele-

scopes operated at very low coincidence rates andtoure absorbers to discrimi-

nate against low energy particleso The technique has been well described., nota-

blybyKeJ.zy-, Hadley, Leith, Segr~ 9 Wiegand and Yorko Their classic n-p scat

tering experiment1 required sever.al months of operating time; using scin-

tillation counters, data of much higher accuracy is now obtainable in a 

matter of dayso 

The Scintillation Counter 

It is indeed already obvious why such an improvement is obtainable 

using scintillation counters: As in other fields of application, the,signal-
' 

to-noise ratio is improved many fold, because of superior resolving time 

and linproved relative pulse heightso 

Since the scintillation phosphor is dense, the energy abstracted from a 

penetrating particle can be substantially.increased so that the correspond-

ing pulse competes at least on a par with most of the background, as will be 

showno Coupled with this is the reduction in resolving time by several orders 

of magnitude, due to the very rapid response of photomultipliers and the fast 

decay time of the prominent organic phosphorso Consequen:t,ly,·inost simple 

!". 



scattering experiments are now performed using twin coincidence tel.escopes9 

in par-ticular experiments, ·it is even possible to use single counters~ dis= 

pensing vJi th the telescope arrangement. 

Of course, scintillation counters have many oth~r co~parably desirable 
·_ .. ,.· 

pro~erties Vihich we can oniy enumerate i .. 1:-uggedne's s,. repr,oducibility ~ sta-
'' 

bility, use of c~rnrrtercial compo~ents, .f:le}C'i'bility· of' geometry, ·excellent 

electrical signal-noise ratio and so forth. 

There do exist experi..11ental situations in which the scintillat..i.on 

coth~ter is not necessarily the most advantageous detecting instrument, how= 

evere This is true whenever the background flux consists of predominantly 

non=:tonizing radiation, and the detected particle is a heavily ionizing one 

(there being no stringent resolving time criterion). This is because the 

dense phosphor makes a relatively good convertere Under sucb.conditlons 9 

the proportional gas counter is still superior e Certain electron synchro= 

tron and betatron e:r~perime;nts, 'iri which a high "(-ray and neutron background 

i.s encountered: fall in this ·categoryo 

How 1rJill an ordinary laboratory scintillation counter behave in a high 

DarUcle flux? . . Fig. 2 summarizes the expected pulse height distri~ 

bution as a function of energy for protons and mesons passing through a one 

cmo 'thick organic phosphor. It assumes proporti~nality between energy loss 

and luminescent intensity; for penetrating particles, for purposes of quali= 

tative argument, this isa satisfactory assumption • 
. , ' 

Hate that with sufficient gain and appropriate disc:dtninator setting 

( 11 Proton Platea:ti."), tb.e counter can be made to detect protons ranging from 

about 5 Hev to over 350 Hevo For higher discriminator settings, the 
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detected energy range is cut back at both ends, and at the hi~hest pulse 

setting, the system just detects particles of crystal thickness rangeo 

With the proton energy distributions commonly encountered, such a sensi

tivity curve results in a plateau characteristic as illustrated in Figo 3ao 

Analogous meson curves are plotted on the same scale in Figo 2 in 

order to exhibit the much smaller pulse heights associated with these 

particles, because of their lower rate of ionizationo Thus, in a typical 

experimental situation in which many protons appear for each meson, a very 

broad pulse height spectrum obtains, in which there is little hope of ob

serving a plateau for mesonso However, if the delayed coincidences between 

meson decay products a.re used as the criterion for pulse selection, then 

meson plateaus are indeed observedo These situations are illustrated in 

Figo Jbo 

High Energy Counters 

Nearly all applications of the scintillation technique to high energy 

research involve the use of several units in one or more coincidence tele

scopes - in s·cattering investigation for the purpose of defining particle 

energy and direction - in meson research to aid in identifying the decay 

events and products, as indeed being sucho Consequently certain geometric 

restrictions are imposed on the counter units, which do not arise in the 

low energy regimeg 

(1) Phosphor volumes of large area and relatively thin, uniform thick

ness must be used, so that the particles can penetrate through the telescopeo 

(2) Uniform material density must exist along any coincidence line, so 

that the telescope 1s sensitivity is the .same over its counting areao This 

requires that the fluorescence be observed from one of the thin edges of the 

.,-
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phosphor volume. 

(3) ~i'elescopes. should not require an. unreasonable volume of space, 

d~Sspite the magnetic shields usually necessitated by stray magnetic fieldse 

For these reasons, 1P21 and 1P28 photomultipliers are used predominant

ly in the equipment. Some work has been done using light pipes and 513~9 

tubeE:, but only in situations in which the phosphors must unavoidably be 

located in high magnetic f'ields .. 

Counter unite, illustrating these principles are shown in Figs. 4, 5, 

and 6. Fig, 4 illustrates a relatively recent development in liquid phos.,. 

phqr containers. Thin foil >.J"indows are cemented into a recessed rectangu

lar metal 0uter frame; at the observation end, a glass 1rrindo1,T is cemented 

into another recess. /:'~'1 A:raldite cement i::1 used, \.Jhich, after baking, shows 

no tendency to contmninate the liquid phosphors subsequently placed ;in the 

u:rli t. 'lhree or four Ettch units mounted one-' behind. the other constitute 

a typicc.l telescopec 

I<'i;7;. 5 shows another twin coincidence unit employing a liquid phosphor 

contained in fle.t-endecl cylindrical glass bottles. 

Fig. 6 illustrates a counter telescope using alUininurn light conductors 

for small crystalsc The crystals are mounted along the fl,at surfaces normal 

to ·(,J:.te ·J.xis of the telescope array. Not0 the combination of range and dif

.fGn::::.:·Gic.d range absorbers: The triple coincidence train cou.11ts all particles 

above a certain critical energy E<et by the range absorber; the quadruple 

train· cmmts all those above a somewhat higher critical energy set by the 

differential range a.Lsorber. '1'he difference count evidently emunerates thoE.e 

:rx:rticle::: belonging to that narrow intermediate energy band. 

To complete tl1is survey of counter ,;eometries s Fig. 7 depicts schemB.ti-

cally a typical ar:cs.ngement employed in meson resmirch. It is seen that 
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these various counter systems have much in co~~on, to the extent that in 

themselves they do not constitute very selective means of choosing which 

experiment is actually being performed. The interpretation of the data 

presented by the detectors occurs in the electronic handling of the signal 

pulses as well as in the manner of conducting the measurements. 

Electronics Applied to the Problem 

Actually it is only comparatively recently that mechanical refinement 

of the scintillation counter has received such attention. The tremendous 

improvement in, effectively, detection signal-to-noise ratio meant that in 

order to fully exploit these detectors, most of the earlier efforts were 

applied to electronic refinements. Just as with other particle counting 

tools, what we wish to do is to amplify and shape the signal pulses, mix 

them in coincid~.mce circuits and finally record them. It is desirable to 

do this at the very milch higher speed permitted by these detectors and some-

times over amuch.wic:l~r·dynamic range than was hitherto necessary. 

·,--•... j ~ . 

fed through coax~t;ii'iifie to pulse amplifiers. (The cathode follower employed 

"in the eariy days'' at the photomultiplier is superfluous. Frequently the 

system would continue to perform almost equally well with the cathode 

follower filament cold, simply because for such steep pulses, almost as 

much signal cu,rr:en:b fe,eds through the grid capacitance as is generated by 
. . ~ ... ' . . 

.,· 

the cathode foilowe:r • .) As far as amplification is concerned, three types 
. . ·:· 

of units have been:: fo1llld desirable: linear amplifiers of 10 me. band~rlidth 

with maximum gain of 500; pulse generating amplifiers with 20 to 50 milli-

volt trigger level, producing 40 volt rectangular pulses, 0.2 microsecond 

wide; distribut~d B,.mplifiers of 200 me. band~rlidth with a gain of 10, usually 

cascaded. 

.-
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In applications involving the identification of small pulses in a sea 

of large ones, it is necessary to limit and clip pulses. One scheme employs 

zero-biased 6AH6 pentodes driven to cut-off using shorted-stub line clippers 

across the plate load. A simpler limiting scheme employes 1N56 diodes and 

is somewhat similar to conventional A.N.L. circuits. 

Huch attention has been given to coincidence circuits; several more-

or-less orthodox vacuum tube circujts are in use, such as a modified Rossi 

pentode mixer, and a 6BN6 mixer. Wiegand has developed the distributed line 

twin coincidence mixer3 for certain special applications discussed below. 

With the advent of high output photomultipliers and sharp .cut- off 

germanium diodes, the trend is towards systems having few, if any, vacuum 

tubes between photomultipliers and scalers. The rather orthodox crystal 

mixer circuit shown in Fig. 8 has been used in various forms for high-level 

multiple coincidence \"ork. It has a resolution time of about 10-8 second. 

Fig. 9 illustrates the Neher crystal diode bridge coincidence mixer in 

t\·JO forms. It has an ultimate resolving time of somewhat less than 10-9 

second and is used in a time-of-flight measuring system; about 30 percent 
. . . 

energy resolution for 100 Nov protons has been observed, The alternate 

version, useful when coincidence can be performed in the immediate proximity 

of both signal sources, eliminates the difference amplifier, but requires 

floating both sides of the photomultiplier signal circuits. 

J:.'lany elaborate schemes are being employed for interpreting the shaped 

and mixed signal~; those developed for handling meson pulses are representa-

tive. Alvarez' early experiments required identification by means of thep~ 

decay process; in his equipment coincidences between initiating and delayed 

pulses were recorded in a series of channels of time widt~ and separation of 
.. ~-· 
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two microseconds. This scheme has been elegantly developed by Steinberger 

and Stellero 

The ultimate in resolution time is demanded of systems employed for 

identifying the tt-,«-;1 decay chain. L.Jiegand apd Chamberlain originally em-

ployed a photo-oscillographic recording method show.n in Fig. 10, together 

with visual scanning for final interpretation. In this scheme, the scope 

' sweep is triggered by a particle causing a coincidence between counters, 

vlhich also starts a delayed gate. If a f.> appears during that gate, a. neon 

marker is lit, which also records on the film. Meanwhile the train of pulses 

succeeding the coincidence has been held up in the delay line to give the 

sweep time to start. A continuous film strip recording is made, and only 

those traces are eventually measured which show two consecutive pulses to-

gether 1..ri th a neon pulse. 

Jakobsen has recently developed a system in which scaler recording is 

employed exclusively. In order that the equipment occupy a finite amount 

of space, only a portion of the information available at any one time can 

be analyzed. Fig. 11 illustrates the most interesting electronic components 

of this system, including two forms of the distributed mixer, as well as a. 

fast gate pulse generator. 

Future Development 

The more interesting.instrumental problems have been outlined here to 

indicate the degree of complexity which is being required presentlyo The 

evidence also supports the contention that more exacting requirements, both 

in terms of accuracy" and of efficiency,. will be placed on instrument design. 

Also,-. in· order to make most. economic use of the very expensive moden1 tools 

of n~clear physics, many techniques and devices developed in the computer 
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laboratory shall be needed to facilitate the interpretational phases of 

experililental research. 

Future instrumental development 'i.-TOl.:ld then appear to be profitable in 

the following directions: 

(1) Simpler and 11faster" circuit design: Using present components 9 

the field of circuit design has been rather well exploited; new and better 

components are needed: 

(a) Photomultipliers must deliver much larger output pulses 9 re

quiring a design having a space-charge limited current output of the 

order of one s .. mpere. The new RCA 4646 is almost halfway there, and the 

ultimate design is expected to deliver that peak current value. 

(b) Photocathodes should be developed having a higher photocon

vcrsion efficiency. At present this averages 6-7 percent. It is the 

only remaining major vwal<..ness wherein an order of magnitude in speed 

and pulse definition might be gainedo 

(c) Transistors should be applied to the problems of pulse count

ing; units of commercial reliability and quantity must be made available 

on the same basis as modern vacuum tubes. High output photomultipliers 

will permit virtual elimination of tubes bet~>reen counter and scaler; 

transistors would eliminate most of the remaining vacuum tubes in a 

representative scaling ?YStem. The consequent simplification of ser

vicing and po1t1er supply requirements would permit substantial expansion 

of signal handling facilities in the average laboratory. 

(2) Proportional energy-pulse techniques are being developed to make 

more efficient physical use of experimental set-ups, especially in the medium

high energy range (50-500 Hev). Several problems, among others, ariseg 
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(a) Because of geometric limitations already outlined, 40 per

cent variations in sensitivity are observed across phosphor containerso 

(b) Wide dynamic range is required in the interpreting equipment~ 

as indicated by the arguments summarized for Figo 2o 

(c) Pulse height vso energy relation is double-valued (See Figo 

2); even though selection methods can be applied for discriminating a

gainst one side or the other, the problem becomes complicated in a fluX 

in which other energetic particles are present, such as deuterons and 

tritonso 

(d) Linearity of fast organic phosphors: Fragmentary experimental 

and theoretical evi~ence indicates that good linearity obtains for 

penetrating particles above 5 to 10 Mevo 

(3) More efficient information recording and interpreting systemsg 

Present electronic equipment has a tendency to expand in spatial dimensions 

in order to provide greater counting efficiencyo The time dimension has been 

overlooked; these accelerators have dead times of the order of hundreds of 

times longer than the active periodso It would seem advantageous to write 

the counter information in some form of storage device during the active time 

and perform a leisurely analysis during the dead timeo 

Furthermore, after the initial ttsetting-up 11 tests are completed, the 

subsequent experimental information might be semi-permanently recorded.so 

that the experiment could then be "re-runn, so to speak, at the investigator 1s 

. willo Such schemes may become of importance in connection with very large 

machines, such as proton synchrotrons; investigations using these acceler,

ators will be expensive and means must be sought to increase the utility of 

an experimental periodo 
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To exemplify the type of information system which might fulfill these 

conditions, consider a proposed application to the more conventional~-~-~ 

triple delayed coincidence anti-coincidence telescope counter arrangement 

as displayed in Figo 12o The pulse data from the three detectors would 

each be stored during the active time.in a corresponding "time-stretcher" 

such, as for instance, graphecon tube screenso During the intervening 

dead time:~ the screens would be scanned more slowly and the stretched 

pulses would be recorded on three tapes together with apJropriate fiduci

ary time markerso The three tapes could then be examined later in reading 

equipment located elsewhere; the pulses might be mixed with successively 

different discrimination levels, delay and gating times, and so forth, so 

that the maximum information could be extracted from a given accelerator 

operating period for a given experimental set-upo During the course of the 

actual experiment, a representative portion of the information should be 

monitored, of course, to give some assurance of proper operationo 

Aside from the economic aspects of such a technique, there would ob

tain several experimental advantages; firstly, the ability to re-scan an 

experiment would be an invaluable aid in checking on its consistent perform

ance as well as often yielding valuable clues concerning improvements of 

future s~t-upso Secondly, information concerning comparative pulse heights 

and decay :times would be obtained at a uniform level for all pulses and with 

random time mixingo 'Thirdly, it wo1.1ld become possible to compare associated 

experiments with a 11scanning objectiveness" not otherwise possibleo Finally, 

in the presentation of crucial experimental results, such a record would 

constitute data of the most objective possible sorto 

It is thus seen that scintillation counters are making :possible a great 
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extension and refinement of the types of investigation associated with high-

energ7 acceleratorso Almost equally as important as this, is the increased 

volume of consequential problems which can be undertaken for graduate train-

ing with a given machine~ Indeed, it is appropriate to credit the develop-

ments recorded here to the several groups under the guida,nce of Professors 

HcHillan, Hoyer, Segr~ and Thornton at Berkeleyo 
. ; .. . 

It is hoped that this presentation has also reveaied· soin~ useful af-

finity between the instrumentation of fundamental high-energy nuclear physics 

and that of the more practical and applied fields. 

Information Division 
2/26/52 bm 
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LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagrfuTi showing alternative production of neutron or 

proton beam by 184-inch ·cyclotron~ 

(a) Neutron beam generated by Beryllium target 

(b) Proton berun generated by scattering and deflection by mag

netic deflector. 

Fig. 2. :2ehavior of fast particles in an "average" organic phosphor. 

(Approximate (CH)n, f = 1.25). 

Fig. Ja. Typical proton plateau (single counter). 

Fig. Jb. Meson Plateau 

Fig. 4. Typical liquid phosphor thin window container; note photomulti

plier magnetic shield. 

Fig. 5. Typical liquid phosphor glass container and representative twin 

coincidence telescope. 

Fig. 6. ~uadruple coincidence telescope using small stilbene crystals. 

Path of detected particles is indicated. 

Fig. 7. Typical meson detection telescope. 

Fig. 8. Biased diode coincidence mixer" (-polarity nodated by inverting 

diodes and bias current). 

Fige 9 •. Bridge coincidence circuits. 

Fig. 10 .• 'lypica1 11'-;tJ-jl decay detecting system. 

Fig. lL Typical high-speed distributed electronic circuits for analyzing 

" pulse presentations. 

Fig. 12. Proposed pulse analysis - recording information system~ "PARIS", 
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